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Discover JBoss Seam: the Unified Framework for Simpler, More Powerful Web Development
 

JBoss  Seam integrates EJB 3.0 and JSF components under a unified framework  that simplifies and accelerates Java EE web development. Now, JBoss  Seam’s project leader and technology evangelist take you inside this  powerful new technology, showing exactly how to put it to work.  

 

Michael  Yuan and Thomas Heute show how JBoss Seam enables you to create web  applications that would have been difficult or impossible with previous  Java frameworks. Through hands-on examples and a complete case study  application, you’ll learn how to leverage JBoss Seam’s breakthrough  state management capabilities; integrate business processes and rules;  use AJAX with Seam; and deploy your application into production, one  step at a time. Coverage includes

 

How JBoss Seam builds on–and goes beyond–the Java EE platform

• Using the “Stateful Framework”: conversations, workspaces, concurrent conversations, and transactions

• Integrating the web and data components: validation, clickable data tables, and bookmarkable web pages

•  Creating AJAX and custom UI components, enabling AJAX for existing JSF  components, and JavaScript integration via Seam Remoting 

• Managing business processes, defining stateful pageflows, and implementing rule-based security

• Testing and optimizing JBoss Seam applications 

• Deploying in diverse environments: with Tomcat, with production databases, in clusters, without EJB 3, and more

 

* Download source code for this book’s case study application at http://michaelyuan.com/seam/.


       About the Author




Michael Yuan is an author and developer with JBoss Inc. He is actively involved in developing and promoting a simplified application development framework for JBoss users. Michael is the author of three books and more than 40 articles. He has a PhD degree from the University of Texas at Austin. 

 

Thomas Heute is the project leader at JBoss.org for Seam. After three years spent at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) doing research on information repositories then PDA security for the National Security Agency (NSA), he became a contributor to the JBoss Portal project. He officially joined JBoss in 2004 as JBoss Portal developer.
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Swift 3 Game Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features Create and design games for iPhone and iPad using SpriteKit and Swift 3.0 Learn the core fundamentals of SpriteKit game development and mix and match techniques to customize your game This step-by-step practical guide will teach you to build games from scratch using little-known tips and strategies for maximum fun Book...
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The ASMBS Textbook of Bariatric SurgerySpringer, 2019

	
		?The fully updated 2nd edition of this textbook continues to serve as a comprehensive guide for information dealing with the ever-evolving field of bariatric surgery. The chapters are written by experts in the field and include the most up-to-date information, including new sections on quality in bariatric surgery, endoscopic...
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The Seasons of Your Career : How to Master the Cycles of Career ChangeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
To everything--including career development--there is a season!

Have you recently been blindsided by an unexpected layoff? Do you wake up every Monday morning already looking forward to quitting time on Friday? Do you hear the call of a more satisfying career but are afraid and unsure of how to make the transition to it?...
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Network Security Foundations : Technology Fundamentals for IT SuccessSybex, 2004
The world of IT is always evolving, but in every area there are stable, core     concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year, needs to know     this year, and will still need to know next year. The purpose of the     Foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way     that gives you the...
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The Falklands War: An Imperial HistoryCambridge University Press, 2019

	Why did Britain and Argentina go to war over a wintry archipelago that was home to an unprofitable colony? Could the Falklands War, in fact, have been a last-ditch revival of Britain's imperial past? Despite widespread conjecture about the imperial dimensions of the Falklands War, this is the first history of the conflict from the...
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Moodle 1.9 Testing and AssessmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a practical guide to testing in Moodle. You will initially learn to create different types of questions such as True/False, multiple choice, short answer, and so on. After you have learned how to create questions you will follow a step-by-step process to create complete tests by tweaking various options. Once you have gone...
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